Intern Program

ROTC Awards
SJS Army ROTC will male at
the Women’s Athletic Field at
1:80 this afternoon for the Annual President’s Review ceremonies. The purpose of the
event Is to give recognition to
the outstanding eadets In the
Army ROTC Prttgram, 5.15
President Robert D. Clark is
expected to make the awards
to the superior varlets.
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Director Criticizes
Parking Committee

Awards Not Needed
Under Miner Plan
In American Colleges is to sell
books to the people’s families who
received awards," he quipped.
Miner explained that he would
find a way to identify the students
that are really doing something on
the campus, " . . . but it won’t
be a committee, as now, which
simply reviews application f o r
awards that the students themselves have made." he stated.

TAKES OATH
Miner, who took the oath of installation at the banquet Sunday
evening, discussed some of the
goals of his new administration.
He explained that his administration will work for student voice
in all of the policy making decisions of the college.
"We will also fight discrimination of any sort on this campus,"
he declared, "whether it be racial,
economic, or academic discrimination. We’ll fight in the legislature,
on campus and in the city of San
Jose," he exclaimed.
Yaffa Yarkoni, singer, has become a symbol
SING ALONG
Miner explained that his adminof the morale and spirit of the people’s struggle which recently
Due to a typograhical error in istration would work with proposculminated in the Israeli nation. She will perform on campus
yesterday’s Spartan Daily, the als of "constructive alternatives,"
Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey.
price of Sparta Life magazine and that it wouldn’t be a "negawas given as 35 cents, The cor- tive approach."
rect price Is 75 cents. Issues are
The new president stated that
on sale In front of the bookstore, the ASB budget would be rejournalism building and cafe- evaluated. "Tradition doesn’t justeria, or may be obtained front tify programs which are not in the
one of the yellow mini -skirted interest of the majority of the stuSparta 1,1fe
dent body," Miner said. "We plan
to discontinue or at least change
programs which are no longer
Yaffa Yarkoni, leading inter- authentic image of her people
relevant to these times and which preter of the music of Israel, will throughout the world. She has
don’t return benefits to the stu- present a concert of international toured Europe, Africa, North and
music Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in South America.
dent body," he declared
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
ADVISE DEANS
MI’LTILINGVAL
Sponsored by the Israeli Student
According to the new president,
Her
appearances
are given an
for
of
$1
donations
Organization,
there will be a formation of a
and $1.50 for international flavor through her
dean’s advisory committee which students and faculty
are requested. multilingual repertoire. The onewill be composed of students to the general public
at the Stu- woman show includes songs in
advise deans on all matters of Tickets are available
Office or at English, Hebrew, French and
policy. Miner and his administra- dent Affairs Buisenss
Spanish as well as the character
tion will be working with the the door.
Miss Yarkoni, trained as a wire- sketches depicted in both song and
deans to appoint students to this
less operator, sang and danced dance.
committee.
"I hope," Miss Yarkoni says,
"I also plan to work through with an army entertainment group.
the president of the academic She and her songs have become a "that my audiences can feel the
council to select a faculty-advisory symbol of the morale and spirit happiness that is mine when I am
committee of my own," Miner of the people’s struggle which re- able to sing to them in their own
said, "so they can assist me when- cently culminated in the 20th an- tongue."
Miss Yarkoni has been an enterever I need help concerning stu- niversary of the Israeli nation.
It is her desire to create an tainer for 20 years in which time
dent and faculty affairs."
she was in the Israeli front lines
YVONNE DENNEN
during three different wars for
. guest editor
independence.
She sings of these. periods in her
life; about the mothers who weep
for their sons in the Negev hills,
of those who marched, sang and
believed together, of feelings bred
Thais Nhat Hanh, Vietnamese the Saigon military rulers.
Thomas Merton, who wrote the in survival.
scholar and poet, will speak to
Yvonne Dennen, a senior art ma- students in Morris Dailey Audi- foreward to Nhat Hanh’s latest
MOBILE
jor, has been named by Mademoi- torium tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. His book, "Vietnam: Lotus in a Sea of
The New York Times calls her
selle magazine as one of its 1968 visit is sponsored by the Experi- Fire," said of the monk, "He
speaks for the vast majority of "a tall, dark and beautiful singer.
guest editors. She is the seventh mental College,
Her throaty, rough-edged voice Is
SJS coed to be selected as a guest
Nhat Hanh was one of the lead- people in his country who know a vehicle for some splendid songs
seek
to
who
but
politics,
of
little
in
renewal
Buddhist
editor in the past eight years.
the
of
ers
in Hebrew, Yiddish and English.
Miss Dennen will work in New Vietnam, but has been exiled from preserve something of Vietnam’s
Mobile in mood as well as in exYork in June on the August "Back his country because of his out- traditional identity as an Asian
pression, Miss Yarkoni was equally
to College Issue" of Mademoiselle spoken opposition to the war and and largely Buddhist culture.
"He speaks for people who want at home in Israeli patriotic Maalong with 19 other winners.
above all to live and see an end terial and in a Second Avenue
The month’s work will Include
to a brutal and useless war," said rouser like ’Rumania.’"
writing, editing, illustrating, and
A Sabra, Miss Yarkoni exudes
Merton.
laying out the issue. Miss Dennen
After Nhat Hanh left. Vietnam the spirit that is the native born
will receive a salary for her work.
in 1966, he gave a series of lec- Israeli. Even singing in a foreign
A special assignment for the
language she is able to portray
guest editors will be a trip to
Registration for Field Studies in ture,: at Cornell University where universal emotions familiar to all.
Mexico for six days of sight-seeing Natural History in Lassen Na- he discussed the war and his soluin Acapulco and Mexico City.
tional Park will he tomorrow at tion for peace.
In the competition Miss Dennen 7 p.m. in S210. The course will lx
According to I lanh a neutralized
series
of
posters
to
prodesigned a
held June 16-21 and one unit of South Vietnam should be created
college
Mademoiselle’s
commote
credit. in natural science will be and ruin by is eoalition governA spixial programs. about al petitions. For the second phase of given on a pass -fail hasis. All fees ment. "Such a government." Hanh ledge(’ FBI lilvest Igation of
the competition she designed a must be paid during the meeting. declared, "would stand for peace sociology Instructor Harry Edchildren’s hook entitle& ’This
Academic advising for all recrea- and independence and would im- ward’s classes will be presented
Beetle."
tion majors will end tomorrow. Ap- plement agricultural a n II eco- loll Spa rt an Spect
tonight
After graduation in February of pointments may be made in nomic reforms."
according to 85.15 staff member,
1969, Miss Dennen plans to substi- PER113.
During his stay in the U.S., Rick Brown.
tute teach while working on her
Pre -registration for fall semes- Minh has met and talked about
85.15 -FM (90.7 nr.c.) will air
master’s degree in painting and ter comses in advertising, journal- war, peace and Buddhism with the program at 7:55 while
preparing for a teacher’s creden- ism, and public relations will con- senators, congressmen, publishers, KNIIN-AM 11500 k.c.) will carry
tial. She would eventually like to tinue through May 31. Sign-up editors and journalists.
the same report at 8.
write and illustrate children’s sheets are located on bulletin
Ile has also gone on a worldEdwards told the Daily last
books and design children’s games. boards next to JC108 and 117.
wide tour and talked with Pope night near deadline,
don’t
Miss Dennen lives in Los Gatos,
which
time
he
recomat
graduatPaul,
seniors
Interviews for
know anything about it. I did
the
Pope
himself
that
January,
mended
or
next
ing this summer
know I was sander investigation
are available in the registrar’s of- visit North and South Vietnrun to by many organizations. I have a
fice. Students may sign up tomor- determine his own solutions for sneaky suspicion that the risi
peace.
has sat in my classes during the
Fred Atton, senior political sci- row for interviews next week.
The Fellowship of Reconcilia- semester.
Pre-registration for Cybernation
ence major, has been elected presi’They probably think my acdent of SJS’ Young Republicans. and Man, E100, will end Friday. tion, an interfaith peace organizac’ulma
Alton will assume his duties in the interested students should contact tion founded in 191.1, is sponsoring tivities are directed r
AMA
fall along with other newly elected Professor E. A. Dionne in E143 or Ranh’s speaking trip here in the and it her 111.11 111:11.1,4,"
C0111‘1111111.1.
Professor Ralph Parkmun in E215. United States,
executive officers.

Sparta Life

Israeli Performance
Scheduled Thursday

Vietnamese Author, Poet
Coed To Edit Speaks Here Tomorrow

’Mademoiselle’

Field Studies Reg
Will Be Tomorrow

Bulletin

YR President
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"For myself and my administration there will be nat need for an
awards banquet next year," Dick
Miner, the new ASB president told
nearly 300 students, faculty and
administrators gathered for the
annual recognition banquet Sunday
evening.
"The only recognition we’ll expect and indeed the only reward
we will receive will be the satisfaction that comes from having
done something for others," Miner
declared to the surprised crowd.
The new president said that department awards for scholastic
honors and college-wide awards,
. . . are justified because they
are an integral part of the legitimate functions of the institution."
"The student actually applies
for the ASB awards and that’s
ridiculous," Miner stated, "and the
whoe purpose of the Who’s Who

Minority students interested In
etrinbining on-the-job training
with the U.S. Information
Agenex along is Itli gradual..
aro
4StIlt4Ifs WIAllifIg1011,
asked to contact tbe OnsbudsMilales Office. S 11P11 program,
the Forcign .Xitairs Intern
Program, oat pros id,- gimlet led
students ssilli part-time ensplov mut .

By RICHARD BATTIN
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
Criticizing an Academic Council
Parking Corrunittee proposal to
eliminate parking garage card keys
because of student misuse, Glen
Guttormsen, director of Business
Affairs, claimed at yesterday afternoon’s Academic Council meeting that there was "as high an incidence of misuse" with faculty
and staff as with students.
Guttormsen spoke against the
parking committee’s proposal to
charge all students 25 cents per
day, eliminating card keys, and
the long lines involved in their
purchase.
OPPOSED
Guttormsen said that a student
attending class every day during
a semester would spend from $22
to $23 for parking, and he asserted
he was opposed to the charge.
Considering the long lines that
students formed starting at 4 am.
in the morning last semester,
Guttormsen said that was "most
unfortunate," but added they were
developing an "entirely different
system for the fall semester."
Guttormsen added that while the
proposal mentioned students, it
made no suggestions for faculty
and staff.
CORPORATION
The Parking Committee also
proposed the creation of a nonprofit corporation to purchase possible parking area around the campus, and to incorporate underground parking facilities in all new
buildings. Guttormsen, commenting on the corporation proposal,

warned that it might be difficult
for such a newly formed non-profit
corporation to borrow the money
needed to purchase land.
’rhe committee also added that
the final plans for an additional
six-story parking garage have been
completed and approved, and they
will go befme the State Board of
Trustees in a month or two. This
garage, explained Dr. Donald Alden, professor of English, might

be located on the other side of
Fourth Street.
In other Academic Council action, a set of curriculum guidelines
from the committee of undergraduate studies was returned to the
committee for further clarification.
The guideline attempted to define
and designate differences between
B.A. and 13,8, dertrc: and out
total unit ri,j,11,,ment and
allocations

Rhyming Rivals Render
Reciprocating Rhythms
By JEFF MI I.LINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Under the spreading sycamore tree
the campus poets sat:
Dick and Grady, eyeball to eyeball,
To settle an iambic spat:
As homemade prose did fill the air
The fans went "ohh-h" and
"ahh-11":
Then Grady read his walrus ode,
And the fans crowned him the
winnah.
SJS now has an unofficial poetry
reading champion.
According to Earl Hansen, 23year-old Big Time Poetry Reading
promoter at. SJS, "Grady Robertson, ASB justice, defeated Dick
Miner, ASB president, in a fourpoem contest on the cafeteria lawn
Friday afternoon."
The event, scheduled when Robertson challenged Miner to a duel

because of the latter’s unkind remarks about the former’s poetry,
lasted 15 minutes.
Hansen asked the small gathering of poetry fans to select a victor by "making an appropriate
sound or noise" when each contestant’s name was announced.
"Miner received only a few
grunts, and there was a hiss or
two," said Hansen. "Robertson collected about three-seconds worth
of grunts and a scattering of applause to win."
Robertson’s "Ode to a Walrus,"
which depicted a courageous beach
bum pouring beer down the throat
of a fierce sea lion, was too much
for Miner’s effort about somebody
who came down with yellow jaundice.
Big Time Poetry Reading promoter. Hansen, announced that a
re-match will be held this Friday
near the fountain.

Valerie Dickerson

Coed in College Queen Finals
Miss Valerie Dickerson, 21 -yearold SJS college coed majoring in
radio-television journalism, h as
been chosen to represent California
in the National College Queen
Contest.
"Since the initial shock, excitement hasn’t set in yet," Miss
Dickerson exclaimed after learning of her selection.
She will leave her home in Los
Angeles June 7 on a trip which
will take her to New York City,
Washington, D.C., and West Palm
Beach, Florida.
The finalists, one for each of
the 50 states, were selected on
the basis of scholastic accomplishments and leadership in campus
activities.
Miss Dickerson was the 1966-67
Snow Queen at the SJS Winter
Carnival. She also reigned as the
1967-68 SJS Homecoming Queen.
As a KSJS-FM radio staff member, Miss Dickerson co-pniduced
the "Spat tan Spectrum" daily
news show. During her staff association with the SJS television
news staff, she helped produce the
"SJS Reports" show, broadcast
daily on KNTV.
The daughter’ of Lt. Col. and
Mrs. William 0. Dickerson of
Riverside, Miss Dickerson has reCCiVeli a scholarship from Columbia University where she will do
graduate work in broadcast communications. She plans to coneentrate on a news analysis of urban
and social problems.
"I feel this is the way I can contribute," Miss Dickerson says of
her future educational plans.
"Everyone has a purpose to fulfill
lInd I feel this Is mine."
’This will present such a great
opportunity and wealth of experience which can he directed toward
the urban and social problems of
my people," Miss Dickerson said.
The final hour of the pageant
will he telecast "live" and in color
from West Palm Beach, Fla., Monday, June 17, 9-10 p.m. Forty
judges, including educators, jour-

nalists and various celebrities, will
select the National College Queen
on the basis of the contestants’
general knowledge, a cad e m i c
achievement, poise and personality.
She is currently liaison officer
of Angel Flight, women’s auxiliary
to Air Force ROTC, member of
Theta Sigma Phi professional
journalism sorority, member of
Delta Sigma Theta, Unity Week

co-chairman, La Torre award winner, one of three Outstanding
Senior Award recipients, and was
a member of the "Day of Concern"
panel to investigate racial discrimination at SJS.
Miss Dickerson completed a
Congressional internship in the
Brooklyn ghetto last summer under the guidance of Representative
John Tunney 113-38th Dist.).

, by Al D

1

MISS VALERIE DICKERSON, 2I -year -old senior radio -television
journalism major, will represent California in the 14th annual
National College Queen Contest. Valerie WAS the 1966-67 Snow
Queen of the SJS Winter Carnival, and has reigned as this year’s
Homecoming Queen. She graduates from SJS this June and will
do graduate work in broadcast communications with a grant she
has received from Columbia University.
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A newspaper can illuminate many paths. It is up to the traveler to decide
which route, if any, he decides to take.
Editor

Wynn Cook

Alan Koch

.ldrertising Algr

Editor’s Notes

’Thank You’ Sufficient
Sunday. ASH President Dick Miner
suggested that the annual SJS Recognition Banquet should he discontinued.
His idea has merit. Elimination of the
dinner would free badly needed ASH
funds for more important expenditures.
The Recognition Banquet is an excellent es ent. ilowever. it honors the
type of people svho offer their efforts
and sers ice, ,imply because they want
to . . . not because they want to be
honored. A simple "thank you" is
suf I icient.
*
*
*
Once again the city of San Jose,

Staff Comment

On the Road
By SLE AMON
I d?cirbd that hitch-liiking would be a
good experience, besii les pros iding some
material for a column, so when the opportunity pri,ented itself, I agreed. t My
mother a iii d have been aghast !I
Of course, I would never have
her’
taken such an adventure by myself. but I
was with a strong male-type Irish journalist, and wasn’t too worried about physical
T
danger.
First of all you definitely need a thumb,
or a sign indicating your de4ination. You
also need a street corner, preferably one
that’s not in the middle of downtown!
If you’re hitch -hiking with a member
of the opposite sex, hold hands. People
think it’s cute, and they’re not afraid to
pick you up. II can’t uiderstand it Bonnie and Clyde held hands.,
Try to look as innocent, CLEAN and
tired as you possibly can.
It took us two rides to get to our destination and one ride to get home.
Our first two rides Isere with waitresses.
The first was late for work and didn’t say
much. She was busy in ing to memorize
the menu that was lying beside her im
the seat.
Our second ride almost ran us over in
her enthusiasm. She was a high school
senior who "didn’t have anything else to
do and where would you like to go?"
She talked, al t college
r boyfriend,
family, job, school and was extremely
curious about is here we were going and
why.
When I told her that she had two future
Nobel Prize winners in her ear, she smiled
and said., "Good, we need lllll re of them
’around." Our ride I
W,I5 a highway patrolman. We were standing directly beneath
the sign that forbids pedestrians to the
freeway on-ramp when he came ripping
around the corner and pulled over.
hatted with
While my 111.1-h 1001114
him. I was tr.ing to decide whether the
Spartan Daily would accept columns
mailed from the city jail.
But to my relief the man only wanted
to give le a ride. Police make me nervous
anyway, but a- I slid into thi Intuit seat
and looked al the shot.gun bolted to the
floor I began having Sec I and third
thoughts.
pitted the gun and asked him if ht.
ever nneri it. Ile smiled and said "Not
recently."
I Was puzzled about why he’d picket]
II’. liji. My friend had mentioned earlier
that officer. 01. 111I LIN 41101 11.11111% slop
111111’ss 11% 10 give von a ticket.
But the officer’s nevi comment cut lightened no’. "You don’t look like typical
hitch -hikers.- he said. "Yon don’t smell. My nervousness changed to security and
when the officer dropped its off my faith
in police hail been restored.
I said I a a.n.t worried about physical
danger. and I’m still not. unless my mother
reads this column and then Ill take my
chances with any hoodlum around!

hr

whose council members have praised
SJS as an important and integral part
of this community. has failed the students of this institution.
Several students had their ears towed
from a vacant lot yesterday because
they failed to see an obscure tow -away
sign which had been placed there recently.
If the city of San Jose would simply
notify the Spartan Daily of such details. this publication would be more
titan happy to run the information for
the students’ protection
W. C.

’What’s this nation coming to ...

Thrust and Parry

Campus Problems, Solutions, Hopes
Annual Landlord Hassel
Invites Article Reprint
Editor:
For those of us who are going to have the
annual year-end "hassle’’ with our landlords
over cleaning and damage deposits, how about
reprinting last year’s excellent article on the
subject which gave tips on how to get that
deposit back or put the landlord on the defensive?
Thank you.
Robert Brackett, A10800

Some Suggestions to Aid
Stolen Book Victims
Editor:
This is an "it can’t happen to me" story
to which most students won’t pay any attention. But it could save those who do as much
as $100 a year.
For more than three years I have worked
at one of the college book stores while attending college. During that time I have witnessed
and acted upon many stolen book cases. You
might be interested to hear of one that happened yesterday.
A student walked in Friday and sold us
three books.
a normal occurrence. A few
hours later a cheek of our book files showed
one of the three books to have been reported
"lost" hack in March. We induced the seller
to come back in Monday and presented him
with the facts, asking him to return the money
we paid him for the book. He answered something like they were his roommate’s books and
walked out, inviting us to call the police. We
did, but probably nothing will come of it. because the police can only act if there is a
charge filed.
Usually the student who has "lost" the hook
is just happy to get it hack, and will not pursue the matter. The lxx)kstore, of course can
not press charges since nothing was stolen
from them. The problem goes on unchecked.
Following Sr.’ some personal suggestions to
students to help keep this tragedy from happening to them. First, when you buy your
books next fall, after the return deadline, do
something to your book inside to Identify it.
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Write something unusual in big black letters
on a page in the middle that you can remember or have recorded somewhere. Of course,
write your name, address, and phone number
on the inside cover in marking pen or ink. This
will not lower the value of your book when
you sell it back, and may save you plenty.
Secondly if you lose a book, call or go to the
three bookstores in person right away. Usually
minutes count. Tell them where your hook was
stolen, what marks were in it, where and when
you bought it and if it was new or used. If
the three bookstores receive this information
in time, you may get your book back. The
bookstores are behind us all the way, if we
will just do our part to help curb "lost" books.
Steve Stevens, A12510

Major Source of Violence
May Be Stopped at SJS
Editor:
Last week the Spartan Daily reported two
incidents of campus violence by the minions of

law and order. We read on Wednesday of the
Police School’s routine use of violence to inculcate "politeness" in students. On Thursday
we read of Ben Falk’s naughty verbal reaction
to a policeman’s advocacy of instant capital
punishment for petty theft. Student Falk was
forthwith manhandled, handcuffed and carted
to jail.
We may take heart, however, in the words
of State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
He informed our student council (on Ben Falk
Day) that "violence has no place on the college campus and must be crushed." These are
unusually strong and direct words for an administrator. The new Dumke policy is, moreover, an unequivocal mandate to our own college administration. Why has no one proposed
such an obvious solution to our problems
before? Dare we hope that we are on the
verge of eliminating the major source of violence on our campus? Could it be at long
last that we may yet control our local
police?
David Eakins,
Asst. Prof. of Illstory

Telling It Like It Is
By DAN EHRLICH
Faster than a speeding welfare check,
more powerful than the CAR, able to
start civil insurrection at a single scream
look, blowing grass: Is it a man, is it
a beast
no, its Super Liberal.
Cu. Sillier Liberal. strange visitor from
another planet who came to earth with
ideals and understanding for beyond those
of ordinary dark-haired conseryative men.
Yes. Super Liberal, who can impose his
will upon others, bend opinion in his bare
hand, and who disguised as Orphan
)rphan, an average everyday professional
it
fights a never-ending battle
against rationality, logic :mil the Anwriean
Way.
As our story opens we find Super Liberal dressed in his average everyilay
middle class student attire of a 1942
vintage army field jacket, covering an
es in more vintage smelling long-sleeve
flannel shirt. For trousers. he dons genuine
imitat’
Billy the kid safety kiwe
jeans. deMbie (lard so as to gather ..... re
dirt.
These are held firmly to his slender but
highly varicose legs by genuine 1933 Pork
Chop Dill
bat boots.
Situp our horn has dropped the it
outdated Hourg,eoise conception of relig’
be p
Ily displays a necklace of strange
beads, annikts and hells around his neck
instead of materialistic items such as
stars of tins’ cyltudrical 111111,
filled with the Doly Scriptures.
"Orphan, Orphan," a VOil’f. cries out,
piercing the hot spring air.
Thinking it to he the Fuzz alarm, the
carrion crusader springs out of the SJS
fountain, quickly dries his body off on a
rather large dog nearby and takes on a
casual air.
His fears are quickly abated, however,
for coin ing into view is star radical and
has It,
slsep-in maid, Souk! Citthy

Allison Grasich, known to her friends affecti .... ately as SCAG.
"Orpliatt," she yells once more, "there’s
a 111’W thing to do."
"Cool it SCAG." Orphan answers. "I
NAu
g my thing until you came along
and scared 1111’ clean. This fountain hit is
the best piece of civil disobedience I have
hail all day."
"Check this out, Orphan. Those Boorgeoise-slob.faseist-creeps who are supposed
to protect society but who we are against
beeause they wreck all our fun things, are
on campus with a rather large imperialist
exhibit. "You mean, the
the Cops,"
Orphan replies.
"In person. sweetness," (who hasn’t
thought of marrying me because it would
he selling mit to the establishment) she
limners tinder her Camp Binaea breath.
Suddenly aroused, Orphan springs to
his feet. yelling: "You mean those racist
swine who kept me from smashing a chair
through the Administration Building rear
door. during a peaceful protest for academic freedom? You mean the same organization of which a member gave you
food poisoning after you took a healthy,
hut
’violent, hunk out of his arm during the anti-Marine demonstration?
"That’s our cue, SCAG: grab your
knapsaek foil of tricks, we are going 10
1.1011111W this bit."
"Mold it, Orphan," the eager hut cautious w an yells. "We can’t go there,
its a peaceful establishment ftmet . Like
wolfbaine, it 1111’1111P1 111111i1111 111.11111 if we
receive too great a saturation."
"What can we do?" asks Orphan, with
ci gll‘3111 111 his eyes causing an aura around
the dirt crusted dandruff infested brows.
In a stern and triumphant voice, SCAG
says: "This looks like a job for Super
Liberal."
(to be continued)

Freedom of speech is invoked frequently
by members of the college cantpus in defense of saying whatever they wish. It
also is applied by extension to being allowed to luar whateser they want. So
one of the questions which frequently becomes an issue, then, is should Communists be allowed to speak on college
campuses? I contend that the issue is
debatable.
It is asserted that not allowing Communists to do so is an abridgment of their
freedom of speech.
Freedom of speech is guaranteed by the
First Amendment to the Constitution as a
civil liberty. That is, it is a freedom accorded free men in a civil society. In order
for the civil liberty of free speech to be
maintained, the free society which sustains
this right must be maintained.
Free speech is not an end in itself; it is
a necessity in insuring full deliberation of
public policy. But the deliberation is not
extended to whether the society shall exchange liberty for slavery. The deliberation is with respect to how life and liberty
may be best secured for all, and not if life
and liberty should be secured for all.
Communists teach a doctrine which
first advocates violent overthrow of this
government. That is, they seek to replace
a free society which has civil liberties with
one which does not.
Secondly, they propose to remove without due process of law the property of
some members of society and forcibly redistribute it to others. By its very nature
this doctrine is contrary to the purpose of
free speech, which is to deliberate how
life and liberty may best be secured for all.
To advocate free speech for Communists is to ask the government to secure
"rights" for a group of persons who would
abrogate the rights of everyone. For our
rights are secured by a government whose
powers derive from us the citizens.
Communism would forcibly replace government by consent with tyranny. To say
Communists should be allowed to speak is
asking to lose your liberties by use of the
methods instituted to keep them.
Furthermore, even if free speech within
the society were granted to Communists,
that in no way justifies allowing them to
speak on college campuses.
Not to interfere with the expression of
an unpopular or even dangerous opinion
is a good deal different from giving the
advocates of the position a platform to
speak from. Freedom of speech means one
is allowed to express opinion; it does not
mean anyone has to listen.
It most definitely does not mean that
the government it wishes to overthrow
M111,11 provide it with a place where it may
influence the minds of that country’s
youth to seek help in revolution. I contend that to say one is guaranteeing liberty by providing a platform for those
who would abolish liberty is to undermine
liberty itself.

Guest Room

Baida’s Data
By DICK BAIDA
Women of San Jose State. Slow Down!
I would hate to have it said about me
that I looked like the north end of a
south hound ostrich. But, don’t get too
upset, girls, all is not lost yet.
It has been my casual observation over
the past weeks that few of you chickies
out there in Theoriesville know how to
walk properly.
Sitting out by the Speech and Drama
Building with a few friends the other day,
I found it almost impossible to find one
single girl who didn’t walk like a Mack
truck making a charge onto the freeway.
Some men iboys toot claim to be specialists on certain parts of the female
anatomy. There are lip-men, neck-men,
homommen and so -on-men. Me. I’m a legman. So girls, slow flown so I can gaze
upon those lelectable gams. After all, you
do shave them for a reason.
I’m really getting eye-strain watching
those fast-moving blurs whiz by. Besides,
my optometrist says that I had better quit
twisting the eyes in my sockets or I’m
going to wind lip looking like Moshe
Dayan.
Please, girls, do my eyes a favor. Slow
down and remember this slogan. "If you
shave ’em show ’cuts."

At California Relays

Gymnasts Invited

Injuries May Hurt Thinclads
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Minor but key injuries may in- at Saturday’s Olympic Preview
fluence the fate of Spartan thin - meet and his absence was partially
responsible for the team’s failure
clads when they enter the 27th
to qualify for the NCAA.
annual California Relays Saturday
Bambuiy, who was painfully
in Modesto.
slowed at Saturday’s meet is part
Bob Griffin and John Bambury of SJS’ unbeaten mile relay team.
have sustained injuries that could
"The boys need open competition
alter the composition of the 440, so we are entering as many open
880, and mile relay teams.
events as we can." said coach Bud
Griffin, who runs a leg in the Winter. "If Bambury doesn’t re440 and 880 squads, was missiii,_; cover, the mile relay team will be

Judokas End Season;
Gonzales Chosen MVP
SJS concluded one of its most
successful judo seasons ever Sunday at the Stanford Promotional,
with several judokas being elevated to second-degree black belt.
The Spartans of coach Yosh
Uchida won their seventh straight
NCAA championship this year,
along with several other tourneys,
and will send two representatives
to the Pan-American Championships this summer.

At the team banquet Saturday
night at Lou’s Village, Doug
Graham Was voted the most improved judoka, while the Spartan’s
other Pan-American representative, Luis Gonzales, was selected
most valuable.
The intramural judo championships were also dominated by team
members, with Ron Stanfield, Ben
Paulino, and Pat Feehan getting
first -place recognition.

Paul Myers, Ronnie Ray Smith,
Jeff Pen, and Lee Evans.
"If Griffin doesn’t heal, we may
enter a sprint medley team."
The sprint medley team would
be composed of Evans, Smith, Sam
Davis, and Myers, running a 440220-220-880 series.
Wind gusts produced slaw times
in Saturday’s meet but they didn’t
seem to affect discus men John
Powell and Fred Hayden, who continued to pass Harry Edwards’ old
school record.
Powell threw a lifetime best of
186-2 to set to new school mark
for the second time and Hayden
surpassed Edwards with a best of
178-2.

Intramurals

Four SJS gymnasts have been
Invited to a post -season meet at
Tiwr, trill
!rack ana held
Homestead High School Saturday team captain’s meeting tomorrow
night at 7:30.
at 3:30 in MG201. A track officials
Competing for the Spartans will meeting will be held at 2:30 Thursbe Doug Hills Istate junior col- day, also in MG201.
lege champ) in the ricer exercis?.
Tomorrow is the last day to add
Steve Fletcher in the floor exer- or scratch track contestants. A
cise, Jim Turpin on the trampoline, record number of track entries
and Tony Coppola, NCAA runner- have signed up for the meet schedup in the rings,
uled for Friday and Saturday,
- - -

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fefordlig

SPARTAN DAILYS

Kangaroo
Court?

New Electronic Kock Sensations

Help Wipe Out The Traffic Citation System?.

THE
UNITED
STATES

The traffic citation system is a lit in monument to aped’). fear,
and ignorance, for it flourishes like a weed in today’s supposedly
cis aired society, in ’The of the fact that:

I. It has no legal or moral !oasis for its existence.
2. It breeds contempt for lass,. police. and the courts.
3. It extracts more than a million dollars a month fe
indignant motorists in cities like Chicago or :Sew York
4. It clogs up the courts. making it impossible for justice to
lie properly dispensed.
3. It inereases the time a motorist needs to spend on the road
in order to orris e safely at his destination, thereby contributing
to congestion and increasing the time a motorist is exposed 10
the possibility of being ins olseil in an accident.
h. It is the basic cause of aceidents, for it i101111.08 all who use
the roads to 001illine flawless prrformanre by all others. No that
the unwary
are taken completely Its surprise 0 lienio er acts
aliWIt do not conform to law Sr.’ Math ertently performed
others.
7. Its chitlins
would drastirally reduce die rate at which
traffic accidents and deaths orcur, relies ’ congestion, and restore public reepiel for law at the salmi time.
This organisation has just I
’lied a nationwide program to
rid society of this undesirable system immediately, which can
easily be done if enough motorists participate at one dollar apiece.
Your stilisrrinlion or further iuuuiir. is his ited.

TRAFFIC COUNSELING, INC.
;Oahu- .1. eime

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294 6535
40 Bassett St.
San Jos

HERE GOES YOUR MIND!

lAi()T()RISTS!

3338--

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

Tuesday, May ’21, 19liti

The
AlbElectronie

TODAY
SOUND

*AMERICA

FIRST PENINSULA APPEARANCE
of the great new Columbia Records
Electronic Rock Band
Featuring Kits from their sew Columbia album
The American Metaphysical Circus; Hard Corning Lou.; Cloud
Song; Garden at Earthly Delights; Where is Ye,terday; Love
Song for the Dead Che: American Way of Love: others.

FOOTHILL COLLEGE GYM
SAT., MAY 25 at 8:30 P.M.
Tickets: $3.50 and $2.50 On Sale Now
PALO ALTO: Town & Country Music; Brown’s Music/MENLO PARK
Discount Records/SAN MATED: Town 8, Country Music/MT. VIEW
Hors Son Antonio Music/LOS ALTOS: Foothill College B.0./CUPERT I Nr,
DeAnza C00. P.O./SANTA CLARA & SAN JOSE: Wendell wraiths, 0 0
of Snerrnon Cloy

11..nololo. I lalsaii Phiilh

-Sr * -Sr *

*

*

*

JO-

*

*

STATE HOUSE
Summer Rentals
Apartment for 2 people
Apartment for 3 people
Apartment for 4, people
z, 508 South llth St.

$ 90
$120
$140

Manager: 292-7195 .;
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SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SAT. MAY 25th 8:00 P.M.
TICKETS $3.00
$4.00
$5.00
912 TOWN 8 COUNTRY VILLAGE 246-1160
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
(Open Mon -Sat. 10-5:30, Sec Ill 8 p.m.)
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Try the lobster thermi.
dor, chateaubriand, or
shish kabob in our de.
lightlul atmosphere We
feature superb (I’ g at
reasonable prices.

These students read
all these books
in one semester!

I 101 South First

For Reservations

at .Alma

Phone 202-1266

These students from St. Pius High School
are posing with the stacks of books they were

TRY
A
CONOLE!

able to place into their heads in only one short

semester. Brains or mental freaks they’re not.
Just average teenagers who were taught to read
over 1500 words a minute or better. You
read that fast. too. For starters why
come to a Reading Dynamics Demonstration.

can
don’t you

At the Reading Dynamics Demonstration

you will see a documentary film with endorse.
ments from men in high public office who have
taken the course. You will be given a personal,

II)

ima
lay,
me
iek
ay.
ale
legaze

It all started at a
Reading Dynamics
Demonstration.

A what? That’s right a CONOLE. This unbelieveably tasty European pastry is prepared
with a creamy cheese filling, rich chocolate
drops and a tasty baked crust. Served exclusively at the Spartan House. Also featuring a
tempting variety of Italian and A mer lean
dishes. Don’t forget our convenient take home
service.

May 21,
Wed., Ma) 22.

Tues.,

7:30
7:30

ihe

17,0 East
San I:al-los tit.

low

(corner of Fourth m.)

Oil

by at least three times. The Institute will refund a
pupil’s entire tuition if, after completing minimum

’lass and study requirements, he fails to triple
Iris reading efficiency as measured by our begin.
292-2840

DANA FELLMAN, "It really works! Reacting
Dynamics helps in long reading assignments
and homework."
MIKE H. "DUTCH" TUCKER, JR.,

"If you wish ti

become several hours shorter,
mend Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. I can read
at least two books a day, better and faster."
MARY SUE WALSH, "The Reading

Dynamic.%

course includes a beneficial study method and
helps in taking essay tests. Reading Dynamics
makes it easier to capsulize your thoughts.
organize your writing, and study large amounts
of material for exams in a shorter time."
STANLEY CHAVEZ, "Reading Dynamics sure
helps when you’re doing homework. You
reacting a book without falling asleep.
I like to read nowbefore I didn’t."

enjoy

TERRY HOTTENROTH, "In school I find I can
write essays better due to being exposed to more
styles of writing. On tests I don’t have to cram
studying goes faster. My grades have gone up
and now I do much more outside reading."

comments

like
If you would like to make
these, come to one of the free Reading
Dynamics demonstrations listed below. Find
out how Reading Dynamics can send you hack
to school in September a much better student
with a marvelous new skill that will
you the rest of your life.

serve

Ri,k,vs matt ma,
Tues.,

V, ed.,

May 21, 7:30 I’M
Ma% 22, 7:3(1 PM

Thurs.. May 23, 7:30 PM
Fri.. May 24, 7:30 P.M.

You are invited to a Reading Dynamics Open House at one of the Institutes listed below -this Saturday 9 a.m.-I2 noon - Call for Reservation.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency

car tan

TIMOTHY SCHUM, "I was once a 150 word per
minute weakling, but now I’m a 5.000 word per
minute muscleman. The Reading Dynamics study
method has made high school easier and more
fun than it ever was."

//iiti/ St. chair,
I’M
Thurs., May 23, 7:30 I’M
PM
Fri., May 24, 7:30 I’M

PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

Fni

Reading Dynamics really works. Let’s let
the dynamic readers from St. Pius High speak
for themselves:

your homei recom

make not only better grades but have

work

You Must Attend a Demonstration This Week to Reserve a Seat for a Summer Class!
s N. JOSE
1’.11.11 .11,TO

you
ing

self-scoring reading test to measure your
reading efficiency. You will hear an interesting
detailed illustrated lecture after which you’ll
join the audience in asking candid questions
about the techniques and rewards of Reading
Dynamics. You’ll learn that the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute has had over
300,000 students; that graduates learn to read
3-10 times faster and better; that it is the largest
and fastest growing school of its kind. You’ll be
reassured to discover that Reading Dynamics
is no mere refined skim reading technique, but
a comprehensive program of reading
improvement and study skills.

’ling and ending tests. Reading efficiency corn
bines rate and comprehensionnot speed alone.

nal4lamf
1024 Franklm

IZ I
)

835-4200

San Frincl,:n

Fox Plaza
1390 Market St,
626-7095

San Rafael
San Inv!
12905. First St. Metropolitan fildg.
668 Las canines
2918881
419-40/0

Pain Alto
770 Welch Itner1
327.1001

Rorlislny
2118 %Me
541-0211

1175 I-Orflit St.
933-1817

Sacramento
2015 1 St.

Santa Rosa
1212 416 51.

4851801

444-8277

542-6647

Walnut Creek

Fresno

Evelyn Worol
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept. 40
1924 Franklin, Oakland, Cal. 94612
0 Please send descriptive folder and schedule
of classes in my area.
’

Please send information on company classes.
5/21/68

Name _
Addict’-.
Phone
City

State

_lip

J

Pr-

Music Student
To Tour Europe
As ’Ambassador’

Ttlentlay Mar 71 looln

4-SP I.RTAN D AMY
^

Economic Dependency on U.S.
Critical Latin-American Problem
into

S’s
.11ilia Ida Sigma, 7 p.m., LC318.
Accounting lab.
Health Science Club, 12:30 p.m..
Paculty Room (7afeteria A. Dr.
Sinolensky. professor of health
science, will talk on the health
science major’s role in the community. Last meeting of the se-

We

Soup or 56,.1 _ 11 lio
Bread

iZ

Jim’s Barbershop

"We Just
look
Expensive"

foriki4Volattl
Come, Fly With

UNITED
As A

STEWARDESS
United has the World’s largest Jet Fleet, which means more
opportunity to fly to more places and meet more people.
A United Stewardess holds a position of respect and responsibility and during her first year, she averages $425 per month
plus cup
for 70 to 85 hours flying time.
After 51/2 weeks of training you may graduate to this exciting
life.
You may qualify if you are between the ages of 191/2 and 26, 5
ft., 2 inches to 5 ff., 9 inches in height, personable, attractive
with clear complexion and single.
Interviews

Will

Be

THURSDAY,
From
St.

10 a.m.

Claire

Conducted

MAY
to

Hotel,

23

3 p.m.
San

Jose

If 0,4 4 not COMVP^ ont cell the
Son Francisco Regional Employment Office
14151 589.3822

OPEN\
UNTIL/

9

her
UNITED AIR LINES

Rotehlf!

If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .

YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

An Equal Opport,,ty Employee

new

Spartan Daily Classifieds
SONY 660 Stereo recorder, Auto, Reverse, Sol. State. Factory guarantee.
$400. Call Mike Boyle 294-2927.
CLYDE Era genuine
1000 BONNIE
leather, suede & fur coats & jackets,
159 Columbus
Imports,
Peggy’s
$5-15.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1’
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
p.m.-7
p.m. The
every
day
1
Open
AUTO INSURANCE as low as 886 per
year for married, good students. Also grooviest store in the world!
excellent savings for single men over 10’ SAILBOAT w/trailer & acess. Best
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600. offer over $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S. 286-3606.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297- TANDBERG MODEL 64 Stereo tape re6522.
corder w/walnut cabinet. Exc. cond.
EXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED $250, call 294-8917.
testing methods for overcoming fears
NEW DYNEL 22" honey.blonde Fall.
of heights, small enclosures, snakes, &
Fall & styrofoam head, $20. 297-3496
worms. If you have any of these fears,
after 5 p.m.
please call Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazines.
freedom & awareness without DRUGS! 1920-1960, over 300. $60. Call 257-0841.
Scientology has the answers. For in- 8MM MOVIE CAMERA & case. Kodak
formation call 244-3998. 3250 McKinley Auto. eye. Good cond. $12/offer. 251Dr.. Santa Clara.
6686 after 6 p.m.
DOES WEEK-END CONGESTION GIVE
elec. typeYOU INDIGESTION? Wash & wax your UNDERWOOD OFFICE type
writer. Full key board. Exc. cond. $95.
car weekdays at ASTOR’S AUTO
Also, SLINGERLAND 22" bass drum &
WASH. 732 S. 1st.
14" snare drum w/foot peddle & stand.
NEW PRE-SCHOOL near Civic Center. $30 takes both. 295-3993 after 5 p.m.
Ages, 21/2-6 yrs. Summer rates. Full or
GREAT BOOKS! Almost new: $350/
part time. 292-6533.
offer. Call 354-4969. Save money!

;The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
I accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
I race, color, creed or national origin.

’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl. Rod., het., 4.spd. Must sell. 2931608.
HONDA ’68 Model S5125 Run 298
miles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
’62 TR4 - Radio, heater & tonneau
cover $1050/offer. ’63 DART. 4-dr. Auto.
5850/offer. 867-0740.
TEST DRIVE THE NEW Fiat 124 & 850
Spider & Sports Cpe. Call your Man
on Campus. Francis Wong for personal
service. 293.5995.
’63 VW. Clean, bright red, ww. radio.
8850/best offer. 286.4895.
’59 VW. Light green. $550/offer. 2931233. Mike, after 10 p.m.
YWO 11.4015 tires in exc. cond. $18.
248-7620.
1966 VW SEDAN FOR SALE or trade
for late model jeep. Ph. 248-7620.
’67 CHEVELLE S5396. Exc. cond. 2929695 after 6 p.m.
’60 MORRIS MINOR. Call 286-5422
after 5 p.m.
’64 FALCON CONV. V8, R/H. Good
tires. Exc. cond. $1050. 292-8098 or 2934655.
’66 MUSTANG CONY. Baby-blue. 3.
spa. V8. New tires, exc. cond. $1500.
297-8330, (Ron)
’62 OLDS. R/H, AT, bucket seats. Very
clean. exc. cond. Good tires. New muffler & brakes. $695, 262-8618.
’65 HONDA 50 Sport. Good cond.
$125/offer. Call 287.0503. Ask for Rick.
’63 VESPA MO. Immaculate. Low mileage. $195. 259.0331.
18 VW, Blue, gray. New clutch & battery. Must sell. $375/offer. 298-3542
after 3 p.m.
’64 VV./. New tires, brakes, clutch,
Radio. ww, White color. Call 269-4112
after 5 P.M $900
’56 FORD Vg. 2.dr. Pwr. st. Red/Heat.
rni’earie. Eir. cond. $150. 297-9981.

TIRED OF LOOKING for a crummy
parking spot? Try a bike! 3-spd. men’s
k
Boomed.Ex
c. cond. $30. 287-0894.
MUSCLES!! Barbell & dumbell for sale.
155 lbs. plastic coated. Ex,. cond. $30/
offer. Must sell. Contact Jack, 298-0494
oves.
HELP WANTED 141
60-60 DANCERS NEEDED. $3-6/hr.
Full or part-time work. Must be over
21. Call for interview. The Pink Poodle,
292-2676.
COLLEGE MEN, part-time work. Evenings. $2.50/hr. Clean cut. car nec.
266.3777.

LOST AND FOUND 161

HOUSING
SUMMER RENTALS. $25-40/mo. per
student. Four-Seventy 470 S. 11th) Apts.
- CBI (215 S. 12th) Apts. Fireplaces,
pool, new carpets, new furniture. Manager at 470 S. 11th. #1 287-6074, 2952242.
STUDIO APT. NEEDED for fall sem. $60$80/mo. Call after 6 p.m. any cite.
Alyson Smith, 286.2823.

HND. MADE SILVER wed, band lost:
5/10/68, men’s restrm. 1st fl. Art Dept.
Of sentimental vaiue. Call 298.0669.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for summer to share 2-bdrm. apt. Call Sally
Riggs, 295-2916.

SERVICES 181

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esches.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
SUMMER RATES
Have many older back, 1 & 2 bdrm. Call 251-2596. Special summer rates.
apts. & houses. Rents start at $50/mo. GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
292-9400.
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi, from campus.
Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
STUDIO APT. FOR RENT. $55/mo. in
EXPERIENCED
THESIS TYPING. Eleccluding util. Female only. I/2 block from
tric, Masters - Reports - Dissertacampus. 297-6433.
tions. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Herds
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Sum- Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
mer, and/or Fall. Nicely fury. apt. $65/ FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
mo. Call aft. 6 p.m., 292-6791. 742 S. Reasonable prices. Coll 244-6581. Mrs.
9th *9.
Baxter,
MARRIED COUPLE will exchange guest WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim
Koski. 968-0944 anytime.
house on Los Gatos estate for gardening & babysitting chores. Available June TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
15th. Call 354-8877.
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Esperienced. 2432 JR-SR FEMALE roommates needed for
Fall. Call Jan at 295.6038 after 5 p.m. 6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
SPLIT LEVEL APT. 2-bdrrn. New frost. Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-I295.
tree refrig. Summer rent, $100. 446 S. EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis & term
11th or 258-8945.
papers. East San Jose, 25E44335.
FURN. DUPLEX FOR 3 girls. Close to EXPERT PAINTING. Reasonable rates.
By job or by hr. Call John Veazey, 297campus. 252-5041 after 5 p.m.
7656.
MALE ROOMMATE: Summer, clean.
neat. 21-25. Apt, near school. $42.50
TRANSPORTATION 191
-1- util. Call 259.4329 after 7 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
r.r.v..,

o
v.:501pArock.s. ms
11
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.
140-i14
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Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
E-913
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

1ACOS
CRAMMING
Now that you are beginning to cram for
Finals you are going to need energy to
keep you going. And what better way to
get it than with a savory Ticos Taco. Remember we’re here to serve you. Good
luck.

4th and St. James
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Two days I Three days

Enclose cash or check. Maks
check out to Spartan Daily

’Li-

’VE A

Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in handy order blank.

.
..-’

won oW WEIZE

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

0..,

A-TeftIZOLE 915APPOINTPANT. TO COACH . ’

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Throe lines
One day

RIDERS TO INDIANAPOLIS & points
East. Leave May 24th. You pay gas.
Ph. 732-4035 before 7 a.m. & after JO
p.m.

To Place
an ad:

I,
P,K

FOR SALE (31
STEREO: SCOTT LK.48 amp., rniracord
1 01-.1. Koss Pro-4. $120. Also, MICRO SCOPE: Owens, 40X. 100X. 400X, $40.
Call John at 287-1869 after 7 p.m.
FISCHER 205 SKIS w/polos - like
new. Tyrolia Bindings, $90. See Dan
at 554 S. 9th. or 293.0918.
NELA:N.deMETAL SKIIS. Super GSL. 205cm.
GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges ’
new. $85. Call Jim after 6 p.m.
e
tIii
298.1561.
I

t.ERSONALS 111

CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $55/mo Los Gatos, 354-8804.
1-bdrrn. duplex. Walk to campus. 121 JOE JUDGE: It’s a girl. Where are
you? For3et Jim
come home.
N. 10th. Chuck, 294-5835. 6-10 p.m.
Soc. NH text.
BEAUTIFUL. FURN. apts. for rent. Girls NEED TO BORROW
(Broom
&
Selznik)
until
end of semester.
only. Spec. summer rates. 550 S. I Ills.
Call
Dekle,
786-8321.
269.4409.

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS!
NEED TWO LIBERAL-minded gals to
Part.time work now & this summer. No share old, Victorian apt. for summer.
experience nec. $2/hr. to start. Call Mr. $25 each + util. 2-bdrm. Call Dade,
Day, 287-0290.
286-8321.

-.11,

Phone Orders 297-8421
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UNITED

-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER -

AUTOMOTIVE 121

Postage
Stamps

11111111119NO.

Potato

Adult Beverages Served.
Come as you am!

the Orden*

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.

3rd and San Fernando
(Inside Moshor’s Ltd.)

I trt

livid I lab, 6 p.m., Cafeteria
A. A dirdwr meeting at which
liiidentists will attend.
students for Kennedy, 7 p.m.,
.I ’,not Re:rtilar meeting.
I rillts111;mt1
Club, 6:30 p.m.,
tart. ii
.. .5 ;:ii.1 D. EirMion (tin’
II’’ to start :it 1::30 p.m. Free meal
eoupon of $1 to all members. Fol!inner, election of cabinet
tor next academic year.
7
!II
Women’s Gym.
7-30 p.m., HE3.
, ill be given.
tIt’
I Jeii
st intent
Organisation,
o.m.. 111.,,
Dailey Audi’In.Yaffa Virkoni,
mast popular recording star, will
a concert of folk music in
different languages. Tickets are
available in the Student Affairs
liosinc,s Office.
lens flub. 5:30
11 "c ,c
Eratn
I 0 m barbecue pits.
..’I

Erlendson was recently selected
from several SJS students to participate in the program. He will
be living in private homes in the
two countries, and will receive
language training before he leaves.

AT MAC QUA RRIE HALL

Third and
Sdrita Clara
St.

#04’

UNITED AIR LINES

Ambassador Tirograrn.

sheltie Om/ *WWI

1.1

1 :311 p.m., E13446.
,.; next sernester’s.officers
sit.: Ski flub. 8 p.m, JC141.
1.1,..-.1..iis. beach party plans and
51:’1111V. SILOILIPS for beach party
.111 r.oritintic in Student Affairs
I :asinc, Office. It is free to mem,. is and SI for guests,
dettes, fi :30 p.m., MacQuarrio Half Mint floor, cadet lounge.
FAITy0110 ple3Se attend meeting,
T
of new officers for next

slovakia this summer in conjunction with the local Community

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 430 P.M.
IN ROOM 422

%44104iNtw
uf-De

Spartaguide

Bill Erlendson, 20-year-uld junior music major from San Jose,
will live in Austria and Czecho-

als.,
Teased lie
’Waal
as much
cited in 19.io alone.
outflow of cojatal frui the countries than inflow.
It seems to nut that the flow of
capital has caused a stagnation of
Latin American economies." Dr.
Harding declared as he continued
to explain that a good share of
profits was continually being exported in the form of royalties,
management fees and copyrights to
experts in more developed countries. It further complicates the
dilemma confronting Latin America, he said. It is in desperate
need of the foreigner’s investment.
T., it: people. advancement means

Latin Aineii c he said.
this surge of foreign investm...o
foreign control also dominated th.
economic scene.
The more important and advanced industries were controlled
by foreign investors while the lesser and backward industries were
still allowed local control. Some
smaller and unimportant industries
were even forced out of business
by the intruding entrepreneurs, he
pointed out.
The internal economic control of
these countries has steadily dedined since, Dr. Harding explained.
Because capital from foreign investment Increased the working
One of the MOS) Serif/US prob. capital within the count it-.
lems facing the evonotm, of Latin
(POLITICAL)
America today. Dr. Harding explained. is its increased dependency
on more industrialized countries
like the U.S. Added foreign investment is lx-coming a greater hazard
:Ilan a help since the flow of capiial in :old out has caused Latin
4,
America to become economicall
*
dependent instead of independent.
III:
\\’rld War
1
TIs’
"iii
ts"1
_
.

Ilk Jolt’ CRUZ
has lien more
"Latin Am.,
than it has gain .0 hum U.S. takeover of key sectors of its economy,"
Dr. Timothy Harding, assistant
professor of history at Los Angeles
State C’ollege. told a small group
of students in the Faculty Cafeteria recently.
Dr. Harding. who obtained his
doctorate degree from Stanford
and who has traveled widely and
studied in Latin America, spoke
for the continuing series on the
political economy. of United States
sponsored by sonic
iimerialism,
iniinbers ..f Professors Against the

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR
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